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ABSTRACT: Photocatalysis is realized by the design of a visible-light-
active catalyst with robust redox capacity and broad absorption. In this
study, a series of novel Z-scheme CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 photocatalysts are
synthesized to improve their redox property and photocatalytic activity
toward broad visible light absorption. An intimate stable heterojunction is
made between cobalt−nickel tungstate (CoNiWO4) and phenyl-doped
graphitic carbon nitride (Ph-gC3N4), and its physicochemical properties are
studied. The bifunctional properties of all of the synthesized materials were
assessed by studying the decomposition of bisphenol A (BPA) and methyl
orange (MO) dye as model pollutants, followed by an evaluation of their
anticancer activity on human lung cancer cell lines. The photocatalyst with
20 wt % CoNiWO4 heterocomposite showed an enhanced response toward
the removal of cancerous cells. The synthesized pristine CoNiWO4 and Ph-
gC3N4 exhibit well-matched band structures and, hence, make it easier to create a Z-scheme heterocomposite. This may increase the
lifetime of photoinduced charge carriers with a high redox power, thereby improving their photocatalytic and anticancer activity. An
extensive analysis of the mechanism demonstrates that hydroxyl radicals (•OH) and superoxide radical anions (•O2−) are responsible
for the degradation of organic compounds via Z-scheme charge transfer approach. These findings point toward a new route for
creating effective Co−Ni tungstate-based direct Z-scheme photocatalysts for various redox processes, particularly the mineralization
of resistant organic molecules.

1. INTRODUCTION
Due to better awareness of environmental challenges among
governments, businesses, and scholars, investigations on green
synthesis and environmental remediation have expanded
significantly.1 Semiconductor-based photocatalytic technolo-
gies are considered some of the most promising approaches for
addressing environmental degradation and the energy crisis
due to their capacity to efficiently gather renewable solar
energy.2,3 However, the bulk of semiconductor photocatalysts
identified so far function moderately in the visible range.4,5

The photocatalytic activity of such materials is improved in this
context by optimizing metal grafting/doping6,7 and connecting
one semiconductor material with other materials to generate
heterojunction.8 It has been shown that creating a hetero-
junction between two semiconductors is a successful method
for forming improved photocatalysts.9 The Z-scheme-derived
photocatalytic scheme has recently gained popularity because
it has the benefits of two/three diverse semiconductors to give
photogenerated electrons and holes with exceptional redox
efficiency.10,11 A Z-scheme photocatalyst has the same band
structure as a catalyst following the type-II heterojunction
mechanism.12,13 However, photogenerated electrons and holes

take separate paths.14 In a Z-scheme photocatalytic device, on
excitation, quenching of weak oxidative holes (h+) and
reductive electrons (e−) takes place.15,16 This device has the
inherent benefit of preserving the oxidative or reductive
potentials of the essential semiconductors.17 This process
causes charge carriers with strong redox capacity to be
significantly separated.18 Among the various forms of semi-
conducting materials, bivalent metal tungstate with the
empirical formula MWO4 (M = Co, Ni, Cu, and Fe) has
gathered considerable commendation for CO2 reduction,
chemical synthesis, and dye degradation.19−21 NiWO4 and
CoWO4 are known as better catalysts among the metal
tungstate described above due to their narrow energy gap,
excellent chemical stability, low cost, and ease of manufactur-
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ing.11,22 However, CoWO4 and NiWO4 are ineffective in
visible light due to the fast recombination of photogenerated
charge carriers. Thus, metal ion doping, grafting, and the
formation of heterojunctions between semiconductors have
been identified as efficient techniques for improving the
catalytic efficiency of tungstate materials.23 According to prior
findings, both Ni (d−d transition) and Co−W (metal charge
transfer) contributed to the modulation of the band gap energy
of CoNiWO4,

24 which may enhance the photocatalytic
performance. The elements like Co, Ni, and W that interact
to form CoNiWO4 act as excellent photocatalysts for different
reactions. The short lifetime of photogenerated charge carriers
is the key obstacle to improving the photocatalytic activity
efficiency in this system, despite the fact that, the energy band
structure has changed to enhance the redox capability.25 The
coupling of CoNiWO4 with other semiconducting materials to
form heterojunctions may increase photocatalytic activity
toward the degradation of organics. Graphitic carbon nitride
(g-C3N4) is one of the most effective broad light absorption
semiconductor and frequently used to generate heterojunction.
It has exceptional qualities such as a constricted optical band
gap (2.7 eV), low production cost, and high thermal and
chemical stability. It could be easily synthesized by using a
simple route from commercially available precursors. It is a
nontoxic metal-free semiconductor material with a polymeric
chain that contains solely carbon, nitrogen, and hydrogen
atoms.26,27

We have modified g-C3N4 via doping with a phenyl group to
synthesize a phenyl-doped graphitic carbon nitride material
(Ph-gC3N4).

28 The appropriate band gap and polymeric
properties of Ph-gC3N4 make it possible to create a hybrid
material with low conduction band inorganic semiconductor
materials. Ph-gC3N4 is a prime choice for creating a
heterojunction with the CoNiWO4 material due to its
favorable band structure and negative conduction band (CB)
potential. A literature review reveals that no studies concerning
the synthesis of CoNiWO4 combined with Ph-gC3N4 have
been reported earlier. Additionally, no previous attempt has
been made to evaluate the photocatalytic performance of the
composite. As a result, we intend to create a visible light-
sensitive direct Z-scheme heterocomposite comprising CoN-
iWO4 and Ph-gC3N4 photocatalyst using a simple hydro-
thermal method that was used to synthesize unique
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposites. The degradation of
MO and BPA with the resulting Z-scheme-based CoNiWO4/
Ph-gC3N4 heterojunctions has been evaluated under visible
light, followed by a study of their anticancer activity on a
human lung cancer cell line. Different weight ratios of
CoNiWO4 in the heterocomposite (CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4)
are examined for their effects on light absorption, charge
separation, and photocatalytic efficacy. Additionally, the
reactive species of photocatalytic reactions are identified, and
an effective mechanism for the improved direct Z-scheme-
based photocatalytic scheme is also suggested.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Chemicals. All chemicals and reagents used in the

present study were of analytical grade and used without further
treatment. Nickel nitrate hexahydrate (Ni(NO3)2·6H2O),
cobalt nitrate hexahydrate (Co(NO3)2·6H2O), sodium tung-
state dihydrate (Na2WO4·2H2O), terephthalic acid (C8H6O4),
nitroblue tetrazolium chloride (C40H30Cl2N10O6), isopropyl
alcohol (IPA), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), urea,

methyl orange, bisphenol A (BPA), liquid ammonia (NH3),
and ethanol (C2H5OH) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich
and used without further purification. All the solutions were
prepared in double distilled water.
2.2. Synthesis of Ph-gC3N4. The catalyst was prepared

according to a procedure reported in the literature with slight
modifications. In a typical method, urea (10 g) was mixed with
different amounts of benzamide such as 100, 250, and 500 mg
in separate semicovered alumina crucibles and annealed at 550
°C for 2 h. The obtained products were designated as 0.1 wt %
Ph-gC3N4, 0.25 wt % Ph-gC3N4, and 0.5 wt % Ph-gC3N4,
respectively. Pure g-C3N4 (gCN) was prepared under similar
conditions in the absence of benzamide. A probable
mechanism for the incorporation of phenyl in the graphitic
carbon nitride is shown in Figure S1.
2.3. Synthesis of CoNiWO4. The photocatalyst, CoN-

iWO4, with 1:1 molar ratios of Co/Ni was prepared by a facile
hydrothermal method. As a representative example, the
procedure for the synthesis of CoNiWO4 is as follows.
Co(NO3)2·6H2O and Ni(NO3)2·6H2O in an equal molar
ratio (1:1, 10 mmol each) were dispersed in 40 mL of water
and stirred for 2 h at 30 °C to prepare a clear solution, and the
solution was sonicated for 30 min. To this was added 20 mmol
of Na2WO4·2H2O, the mixture stirred for 2 h, and the pH of
the mixture was maintained to be ∼7.5−8 by adding an
aqueous ammonia solution. The mixture was subjected to
hydrothermal treatment in a Teflon-lined autoclave (100 mL)
at 180 °C for 24 h. The product obtained was centrifuged,
washed thoroughly with water and ethanol, and dried at 100
°C for 12 h. The final product was milled to fine powder and
calcined at 500 °C for 4 h to get CoNiWO4.
2.4. Synthesis of CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4. Calculated

amounts of CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4 were taken in water
(100 mL), sonicated, and stirred for 30 min. The solution was
transferred into a Teflon-lined stainless steel hydrothermal
vessel and annealed at 180 °C for 24 h. The achieved product
was washed several times with water followed by ethanol and
dried at 100 °C to give a CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 hetero-
composite material. The synthesis procedures for the other wt
% of CoNiWO4 (10, 20, and 30 wt %) with Ph-gC3N4 were
similar, and a probable flowchart is shown in Figure S2.
2.5. Measurement of Photocatalytic Response. The

photocatalytic response of the prepared heterocomposites was
checked by reviewing the degradation of two organic
compounds, such as MO dye and bisphenol A, using visible
light in a pyrex-made photochemical reactor in aqueous
suspension with the constant stirring and bubbling of oxygen
(air). For each experiment, 180 mL (20 ppm) of aqueous
solution of MO dye was taken in the reactor, adding 1 g L−1 of
the synthesized catalyst. The solution was sonicated for 15 min
for complete catalyst dispersion and stirred for 30 min in the
dark to attain an adsorption−desorption equilibrium. The
solution was properly cooled through water circulation during
irradiation with a 500 W tungsten halogen lamp to avoid a
thermal reaction. At regular intervals, a 5 mL dye sample was
collected from the reactor and centrifuged to remove the
catalyst. The photodegradation was monitored by measuring
the absorbance change at their lambda maximum, i.e., MO at
464 nm and bisphenol A at 276 nm. A standard calibration
curve, obtained from the absorbance of different known
concentrations, was used to calculate the concentrations of
organic compounds under investigation. The photocatalytic
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efficiency of the catalyst was calculated using the following
equation

= ×C C Cdegradation efficiency (D.E) ( )/ 100t0 0 (1)

where C0 indicates the initial concentration of the pollutant at
the equilibrium of adsorption−desorption and Ct indicates the
final concentration of the pollutant at the time of irradiation
(t).
2.6. Trapping Experiment. The main reactive species

involved in the degradation of MO over the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4 heterocomposite were identified through trapping
experiments. During irradiation experiments, scavengers, such
as benzoquinone, isopropyl alcohol, and Na2-EDTA, were used
to trap the superoxide radical anions, hydroxyl radicals, and
holes, respectively. In this experiment, the reaction conditions
were the same as those in the photocatalytic activity test,
except that the scavengers were added before the catalyst. The
concentration of all scavengers was fixed at 2 mM, and the
reaction was followed using spectrophotometry by measuring
the dye’s absorbance change. The hydroxyl radicals produced
in the reaction medium were also assessed through quantitative
estimation using the photoluminescence probe method of
terephthalic acid. For this, the desired amount of the
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite was properly sus-
pended through sonication in an aqueous NaOH (2 × 10−3

M) and terephthalic acid (5 × 10−4 M) solution. On excitation
at 330 nm, the generated hydroxyl radicals combined with
terephthalic acid to produce a fluorescent adduct (2-hydroxy
terephthalic acid), which was monitored spectrofluorimetri-
cally. Additionally, to verify the estimation of superoxide
radical anions, an NBT experiment was also performed, where
the formazan product obtained, which was monitored
spectrometrically on the reaction of superoxide radical anions
with NBT.
2.7. SRB Assay (Anticancer Activity Test). Cytotoxicity

of the provided samples was determined by the SRB assay on
the A549 cell line. The cells (8000 cells/well plate) were
cultured in 96 well plates for 24 h in DMEM (HIMEDIA-
AT149-1L) medium supplemented with 10% FBS (HIME-

DIA-RM 10432-500M) and 1% antibiotic solution at 370 °C
with 5% CO2. The next day cells were treated with different
dosages (1−1000 μM) in an incomplete medium. After
incubation for 24 h, 100 μL of trichloroacetic acid (TCA, 10%-
Fisher Scientific-28444) was added to each well and incubated
for 1 h and the plates were washed with water and air-dried at
room temperature. SRB Solution (Ottokemi-3520-42-1), a
final concentration of 0.04% was added to each well and left for
1 h. After incubation for 1h, the plates were washed with 1%
(v/v) acetic acid (SRL Chem- 64-19-7) to remove the
unbound dye and air-dried at room temperature. Tris base
solution (pH 10.5) was added to the well and shaken for 10
min on an orbital shaker to solubilize the protein-bound dye
and read in an Elisa plate reader (iMark, Bio-Rad) at 510 nm.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. XRD. X-ray diffraction (XRD) was recorded to examine

the crystal structure and phase composition of the prepared
materials (Figure 1). In Ph-gC3N4, two well-defined peaks are
observed at 2θ values of 13.1 and 27.3°, which could be
indexed as the (100) and (002) planes of the graphitic
material, respectively.29,30 Both peaks show the typical
structure of Ph-gC3N4 with aromatic ring systems and
interlayer packing. The diffraction peaks of the CoNiWO4 in
the sample are similar to those of CoWO4 and NiWO4, and
their 2θ values are comparable to those of both materials.29−32
The results demonstrate that the hydrothermal approach used
to synthesize CoNiWO4, indicates a close interaction between
the two materials due to the similar ionic radius of Co2+ and
Ni2+ ions.33 The spectra showed no additional peaks,
indicating the purity of the sample. The heterocomposite
exhibits the distinctive peaks of both catalysts, Ph-gC3N4 and
CoNiWO4, demonstrating the persuasive interaction between
the two materials, indicating the successful formation of the
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite.
3.2. DRS. Ultraviolet−visible (UV−vis) diffuse reflectance

spectroscopy was used to evaluate the optical band gap and
light-harvesting capabilities of the produced samples. Figure
2a,b displays the absorption spectra of Ph-gC3N4, CoNiWO4,

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of pure CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4 and different wt % of CoNiWO4 heterocomposite materials.
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different wt % of CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4, and the related Tauc
plot, respectively. Ph-gC3N4 exhibits an absorption band at 450
nm, which is attributed to the n−π* electronic transition that
is contributed by the lone pair electrons of N atoms.34 The
synthesized materials show an absorption wavelength in the
visible area (450−550 nm), showing that the materials can
exhibit activity in this range. The heterojunction mediates the
ability of both materials to absorb light between CoNiWO4
and Ph-gC3N4. The Tauc’s plot eq 2 was used to determine the
samples’ band gap energy

=h A h E( )n
g

/2
(2)

where Eg, h, ν, A, and α are the band gap energy, Planck’s
constant, light frequency, arbitrary constant, and absorption
coefficient, respectively. The value of n depends on the type of
optical transition of materials (n = 1 for direct transitions and n
= 4 for indirect transitions).35 Both direct and indirect
transitions band gaps of Ph-gC3N4, CoWO4, and NiWO4 have
been stated in the literature.31,32 For the existing materials, the

value of n is determined based on the properties of the curves.
The prepared samples’ band energy gap was determined using
the intercepts of the (αhν)2 versus energy gap (hν) curves in
Tauc’s plot (Figure 2b). The values of band gap energy of Ph-
gC3N4, CoNiWO4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 were assessed
to be 2.87, 2.63, and 2.78 eV, respectively.
3.3. FTIR. A Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) recording in

the range of 4000−400 cm−1 was performed to understand
better the type of bonding present in the produced catalysts.
The IR spectrum of pure Ph-gC3N4, CoNiWO4 and different
wt % of heterocomposites are revealed in Figure 3. The figure
shows the peaks at 816, 1237, 1337, and 1636 cm−1, which are
the characteristic peaks of Ph-gC3N4.

36 The spectrum of
CoNiWO4 exhibits distinctive broad bands at 657 and 816
cm−1, which could be attributed to the intrinsic stretching
vibrations among metals and oxygen.31,37 The heterocompo-
sites exhibit all of the relevant peaks of the pure materials. The
adsorbed water molecules on the surface of the synthesized

Figure 2. (a) DRS of synthesized different pure, heterocomposite materials and (b) Tauc’s plot of their corresponding wavelength.

Figure 3. FTIR spectra of pure CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4 and different wt % of CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposites.
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materials produce typical broad spectra in the region 3000−
3300 cm−1.18

3.4. XPS. The elemental composition and chemical state of
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 were investigated using X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS). The survey spectrum depicted in
Figure 4a shows that the composite material contains Co, Ni,
W, O, C, and N, and the highly resolved XPS spectra of these
elements were deconvoluted using Gaussian functions. The
XPS spectrum of Co 2p is shown in Figure 4b, with two peaks
at 782.35 and 797 eV, which match those of Co 2p3/2 and Co

2p1/2, respectively. Two satellite peaks, caused by the surface-
adsorbed hydroxide species and cobalt salts, respectively, are
also visible in addition to the peaks mentioned above.38 Ni 2p
exhibits two peaks at 857 and 874.32 eV in Figure 4c. The
peaks at 857 and 874.32 eV relate to Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2,
respectively, while the other peak is associated with the satellite
peak that corresponds well.39 The binding energies of Co 2p
and Ni 2p are consistent with prior research in which the
authors reported that these metals are present in +2 oxidation
state. W 4f7/2 and W 4f5/2 binding energies are found at 35.35

Figure 4. (a) XPS scan of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gCN heterocomposite, (b) high-resolution spectra of cobalt 2p, (c) nickel 2p, (d) tungsten 4f, (e)
oxygen 1s, (f) carbon 1s, and (g) nitrogen 1s.

Figure 5. N2 adsorption−desorption isotherm of pure CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 composite material.
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and 37.41 eV, respectively (Figure 4d), confirming that W is
present in the +6 oxidation state.39 According to Figure 4e, the
O 1s spectra are fitted well into two peaks with 529.76 and 531
eV binding energies, respectively, and the peak with the low
binding energy is assigned to the lattice oxygen.
In contrast, the peak with the high binding energy is

attributed to the oxygen atom of the water molecule bonded to
the catalyst’s surface. Figure 4f represents the two peaks of C
1s present in the composite material, with binding energies of
284.89 and 288.89 eV, respectively. The peak seen at 288.89
eV is the sp2-bonded C (N−C�N) of Ph-gC3N4, and the peak
at 284.89 eV is caused by unintended carbon.40 The triazine
rings (C�N−C), and amino groups (N−H) are responsible
for the peaks in the N 1s XPS spectra (Figure 4g) centered at
395.40 and 398 eV, respectively. The results show that the
material comprises C, N, O, Co, Ni, and W, which matches the
energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrum. Additionally, an XPS
table has been added in the Supplementary File (Table S1) to
confirm the actual content of carbon and nitrogen in the Ph-
gC3N4.
3.5. BET. The nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherm

was measured to evaluate the BET surface area, pore volume,
and pore size distributions of the synthesized materials.41 The
isotherms of CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4 heterocomposite are displayed in Figure 5. The
Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET) surface areas of pure

CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4 have been determined to be 40.1
and 275.17 m2 g−1 with pore volumes of 0.11 and 0.41 cm3 g−1,
respectively. The specific surface area (348.35 m2 g−1) and
pore volume (1.46 cm3 g−1) of 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 are
slightly greater than those of CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4.
Detailed information regarding these synthesized materials’
surface area, pore size, and pore volume is tabulated in the
Supporting Information (Table S2). Thus, the heterocompo-
site material preserves the surface texture of its components
(Ph-gC3N4, CoNiWO4), and the prodigious surface area gives
a large number of active positions to adsorb pollutants, which
can be beneficial in improving its photocatalytic activity.
3.6. SEM-EDX. The morphological images of CoNiWO4,

Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 was investigated using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), revealed in Figure 6.
The irregular spherical shape of CoNiWO4 has an uneven
surface (Figure 6a), whereas Ph-gC3N4 shows a sheet-type
morphological image (Figure 6b). The SEM image of
heterocomposite 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 at high resolution
approves that the material preserves a spherical shape, with
some sheets of the Ph-gC3N4 material, indicating the formation
of heterocomposite material shown in Figure 6c. EDX analysis
of the prepared 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite
material was also performed to know the elemental
composition of the prepared materials (Figure 6d). From the
figure, it is evident that all of the elements of pure materials are

Figure 6. SEM pictures of pure (a) CoNiWO4 (b) Ph-gC3N4 (c) 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite at low resolution and (d) EDX
spectrum of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite.
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present in the synthesized heterocomposite and the
composition of elements is almost close to that of the
individual atoms, which was additionally confirmed by XPS
examination.
3.7. TEM. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

images were captured to gain a deeper understanding of the
morphology and close interaction between the catalysts. Figure
7a depicts the characteristic TEM images of CoNiWO4, while
Figure 7b verifies the sheet-like morphology of Ph-gC3N4. The
images confirm that CoNiWO4 has a spherical structure, which

is consistent with the SEM pictures. Remarkably, the adjacent
contact between CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4 is established by
the TEM pictures at low and high magnifications shown in
Figure 7(c,d). The Ph-gC3N4 sheet has CoNiWO4 spheres
clearly adhering to its surface; this interaction may aid in the
separation of photoinduced charge carriers. The diffraction
rings in the SAED pattern of the heterocomposite revealed in
Figure 7(e) indicate that the material is crystalline. In addition,
EDX mapping was performed to examine the constant
distribution of elements in the heterocomposite material, and

Figure 7. TEM images of (a) CoNiWO4, (b) Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite at (c) low and (d) high resolution, (e)
SAED pattern for crystallinity, and (f−l) corresponding elemental mapping images of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite.

Figure 8. TGA spectra of pure CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite material.
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the images of Co, Ni, W, O, C, and N are revealed in Figure
7(f−l), respectively. The mapping pictures are related to the
region exposed in the (inset) SEM image of CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4. The mapping images clearly reveal that all constituents
in the composite material are distributed uniformly, which
further specifies that CoNiWO4 is closely in contact with the
Ph-gC3N4 sheets.
3.8. TGA. TGA measurements were made to evaluate the

thermal properties of the as-synthesized materials, which
measure the sample weight against temperature in a controlled
ambient furnace. The attained spectra of pure CoNiWO4, pure
Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite are
shown in Figure 8. Pure Ph-gC3N4 and CoNiWO4 show the
decomposition at 550 and 560 °C ascribed to the elimination
of labile groups present in the materials. The more significant
weight decomposition found after 600 °C in the 20CoNiWO4/
Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite material than in the pure materials
implies superior thermal stability, resulting in an endothermic
reaction. The respective figure demonstrates that composite
(20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4) material was more thermally stable
than pure materials. This moderate weight loss of the
composite material could be attributed to compact packing,
which enhances thermal stability.

4. PHOTOCATALYTIC DEGRADATION
The degradation of BPA and MO was examined in an aqueous
suspension under visible light to assess the photocatalytic
response of the as-developed heterogeneous photocatalyst in
an air atmosphere. Figure 9a exhibits the time-dependent
change in the absorption intensity of MO over the
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite. In contrast, Figure
9b depicts the change in the concentration of MO over the
irradiation time in the absence and presence of pure and
different heterocomposites. It is evident from Figure 9a that
the dye gets completely decolorized in 75 min in the presence
of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 catalyst, and there is no
noticeable change in the absence of the catalyst. The
photocatalytic activity of the as-synthesized catalysts lies in
the order 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 > 30CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4
> 10CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 > CoNiWO4 > Ph-gC3N4. The
best-performing catalyst (20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4) was used
to study the degradation of BPA under similar conditions.
Figure 10a shows the gradual decrease in the absorption
intensity of BPA over time when an aqueous mixture is
exposed to radiation in the presence of catalysts. Whereas
Figure 10b shows the concentration changes over time in the
absence and presence of pure (CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4) and

Figure 9. (a) Absorbance change on photolysis of MO dye over the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite, (b) change in MO dye
concentration as a function of time in the absence and presence of various catalysts under visible light.

Figure 10. (a) Absorbance change on photolysis of BPA over the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite, (b) change in BPA concentration vs
time in the absence and presence of various catalysts using visible light.
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20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite materials. The bet-
ter performance of 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 could be attribut-
able to efficient charge carrier separation and relatively larger
visible light absorption, which was attained by the combined
effect of CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4. The photocatalytic activity
of the produced heterocomposite (20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4)
was compared to Z-scheme-based tungstate materials
described in the literature (shown in Table S3). The
photocatalytic ability of the synthesized catalysts is equivalent
to and, in most cases, more significant than those reported
earlier, as evident from the table. Additionally, despite
CoWO4/g-C3N4 having greater photocatalytic effectiveness
than CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4, stability experiments demonstrate
that the described photocatalyst exhibits photocorrosion and
photodissolution, which may prevent its practical applica-
tions.26 In contrast, the synergy between Ni and Co in the
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite protects it from photo-
corrosion and photodissolution, retaining photocatalytic
effectiveness across several cycles.
4.1. Degradation Kinetics. The Langmuir−Hinshelwood

rate equation was used to carry out the kinetic study of MO
degradation using the synthesized catalyst. The reaction
follows pseudo-first-order kinetics from eq 3.42

=C C ktln( / )t0 (3)

where k = pseudo-first-order rate constant, C0 = initial
concentration, and Ct = final concentration at a definite
degradation time interval. The plot ln(C0/Ct) vs illumination
time (t) demonstrates linear degradation of the dye using pure
(CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4) and different wt % of CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4 heterocomposite materials (Figure 11), whereas Table
1 provides the correlation coefficients (R2) and rate constant
(k) obtained from the kinetics plot. The apparent rate constant
of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite has shown a
better k-value than other synthesized materials. This result
confirms that the degradation rate of the MO dye increases
while the loading content of CoNiWO4 increases in the
composite materials. Additionally, an increase in CoNiWO4
concentration reduces photocatalytic results, which may be

caused by inefficient charge carrier separation and light
absorption.
4.2. Anticancer Activity. The in vitro anticancer activities

of pure CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4
were assessed against A549 human lung cancer cell lines. Cell
viability was evaluated in the concentration range of 1−1000
μM after 24 h. When the catalyst concentration was increased,
the cell viability was diminished. The IC50 values of the
prepared materials CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4, and 20CoNiWO4/
Ph-gC3N4 were found to be 428.3, 318.3, and 225.1 μM,
respectively, as shown Table S4. On the other hand, the IC50
significance was low, only for 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4, which
recommends the nominal concentration required to inhibit cell
growth. However, the cell viability at a higher concentration of
1000 μM was not significant. As the concentration increases,
the cell viability % significantly decreases. The as-synthesized
heterocomposite (20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4) presented en-
hanced anticancer activities toward A549 lung cancer cells
compared to both pure materials (CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4). This
may be due to the increased generation of ROS, which was
employed to damage the A549 cell walls and was closely
correlated with the excess electron production (Figure 12).
The treated A549 cell morphology was also detected after
treatment with pure and heterocomposite material as shown in
Figure S3. From the figure, it could be seen that a small
number of cells was decreased when treated with pure
materials (CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4). It revealed that a high
percentage of cell death was attained at the concentration
(1000 μM) using the heterocomposite material.

Figure 11. Plot of −ln C/C0 vs time (t) showing degradation kinetics in the presence of different synthesized materials with blank experiments for
MO dye degradation.

Table 1. Pseudo First-Order Rate Constants with R2 Values
of all of the Produced Samples

samples rate constant (kapp) (min−1) R2

blank 0.001 0.993
Ph-gC3N4 0.010 0.978
CoNiWO4 0.014 0.937
10CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 0.018 0.971
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 0.050 0.915
30CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 0.020 0.948
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4.3. Photoluminescence. The photocatalytic activity of a
semiconducting material depends on the lifetime of the
photogenerated charge carriers. Photoluminescence (PL)
spectroscopy was used to investigate the process of charge
carrier mobilization and recombination. A low photocatalyst
PL intensity usually specifies a low degree of charge carrier
recombination, favoring exciton construction at the catalyst’s
surface.43 Using an excitation wavelength of 350 nm, the PL

emission spectra of Ph-gC3N4, CoNiWO4, and CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4 composites were recorded, and their signals are shown
in Figure 13. The electron−hole pair recombination has been
minimized using the phenyl group with graphitic carbon
nitride due to the resonance of generated electrons in g-C3N4
with the phenyl group.44 From the figure, it is evident that Ph-
gC3N4 and CoNiWO4 exhibit a strong PL signal, whereas the
composites exhibit relatively low PL signals, and 20CoNiWO4/

Figure 12. Anticancer activity toward lung cancer cells (A549) over synthesized pure (CoNiWO4, Ph-gC3N4) and 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4
heterocomposite material.

Figure 13. PL spectra of all of the synthesized catalysts at an excitation wavelength of 315 nm.
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Ph-gC3N4 exhibits the lowest signal among all composite
materials, implying that the recombination rate is reduced. The
findings show that adding CoNiWO4 to Ph-gC3N4 improves

charge carrier separation. It can be said that photoinduced
charge carriers may migrate quickly and recombine at a
reduced rate, providing enough time for e− and h+ to produce

Figure 14. (a) Recyclability of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 photocatalyst toward photocatalytic degradation of MO dye for four successive runs
and (b) XRD spectra of the same catalyst before and after four irradiation cycles in aqueous suspension under visible light.

Figure 15. (a) Decrease in MO concentration as a function of time on photolysis in the absence and presence of three scavengers, (b) NBT
transformation showing change in UV−vis absorption spectra, and (c) increase in emission intensity on photolysis of an aqueous alkaline
terephthalic acid solution over the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite at an excitation of 315 nm.
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reactive oxygen species, thereby improving photocatalytic
redox reactions.45

4.4. Photostability. Recyclability and photostability of
catalysts are crucial aspects for their practical efficacy. Four
consecutive recycling experiments were conducted under
identical experimental conditions to evaluate the stability of
the acclaimed catalyst (20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4) in this
investigation. Following each degradation experiment, the
catalysts were recovered, cleaned with water−ethanol before
being dried at 100 °C for reuse in the following cycles. Figure
14a shows that after four cycles, the photocatalytic efficiency of
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 does not change much, demonstrat-
ing the catalyst’s high photostability. The XRD spectra were
further compared before and after the irradiation experiment to
evaluate the catalyst’s stability.46 No observable change in the
various XRD peaks is seen in Figure 14b, indicating that the
catalyst is very stable. These findings suggest that the
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 photocatalyst is remarkably stable
under the laboratory reaction conditions.
4.5. Quenching Study. The reactive species such as •OH,

•O2−, and holes (h+) generated during the photooxidation
process are involved in the photodegradation of target
compounds. To determine the main species involved, the
degradation of MO dye was studied in the presence of suitable
quenchers such as isopropyl alcohol (IPA), benzoquinone
(BQ), and ethylenediamine (EDTA) under analogous
conditions containing a CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocompo-
site. Figure 15a shows the change in the concentration of MO
as a function of time on irradiation of an aqueous suspension in
the absence and presence of different quenchers. The results
showed that all scavengers affect the degradation of the dye by
decreasing the degradation rate. The degradation was
drastically reduced in the presence of IPA, and then with
BQ. The lowest effect was observed with EDTA, indicating the
participation of the hydroxyl radical (•OH) and superoxide
radical anion (•O2−). The involvement of these species was
further confirmed by using TA and NBT probe experiments.
The •O2− radicals generated during the photocatalytic reaction
react with NBT to give insoluble blue formazan and a decrease
in absorbance intensity with increasing light exposure over
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 was observed as shown in Figure 15b.

47

On the other hand, an increase in PL intensity at 425 nm was

observed (Figure 15c) when CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 was
exposed to radiation in a basic solution of TA, as 2-
hydroxyterephthalic acid (TA−OH), a fluorescent adduct
was formed on reaction of •OH radicals with TA.48

4.6. ESR Study. The presence of reactive oxygen species,
specifically superoxide radicals (O2•−) and hydroxyl radicals
(•OH), in the photocatalytic reaction was investigated by using
electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy. The spin-trapped
adducts of 5,5-dimethyl-1-pyrroline-N-oxide (DMPO) were
employed to detect the radicals.49,50 Figure 16 demonstrates
the ESR spectra obtained during the experiment. In the dark,
no ESR signal corresponding to the DMPO-O2•− adduct was
observed with the catalyst (20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4), indicat-
ing the absence of detectable O2•− species. However, upon
visible light irradiation, the characteristic peaks of DMPO-•OH
and DMPO-O2•− were detected in water and methanol
dispersions, respectively. An intense ESR signal attributed to
O2•− radicals was observed, confirming the formation of O2•−

species in the photocatalytic reaction. Similarly, the character-
istic quadruple peaks of DMPO-•OH adducts were observed
under visible light, while no peak was observed in the dark.
These results provide additional evidence for the generation of
the O2•− and •OH radicals in the reaction medium. The
findings are consistent with the results obtained from the active
trapping species experiments discussed earlier (Figure 15).
Hence, these results support the involvement of superoxide
radicals (O2•−) and hydroxyl radicals (•OH) as active species
in the photocatalytic degradation process facilitated by the
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite.
4.7. Photocatalytic Degradation Mechanism. The

band gap energies, valence band (VB) and conduction band
(CB) potentials of Ph-gC3N4 and CoNiWO4 are determined to
elucidate the photocatalytic mechanism. The band gap
energies of Ph-gC3N4 and CoNiWO4 are found to be 2.87
and 2.63 eV, respectively. Using the Tauc plot, the VB and CB
potentials could be determined using the following equations51

=E X E E1/2CB e g (4)

= +E E EVB CB g (5)

where EVB and ECB represent the VB and CB probabilities,
respectively. Ee represents the free e− on the H-scale (4.50 eV),

Figure 16. DMPO spin-trapping ESR spectra of the 20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite (a) in H2O for DMPO-•OH and (b) in methanol
for DMPO- O2•−.
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Eg is the band energy gap of the material, and X is the absolute
electronegativity of the material.52,53

= [ ] + +X A B C( ) ( ) ( )a b c a b c1/( ) (6)

where the absolute electronegativity of each element is
represented as χ and a, b, and c represent the number of
atoms present in the materials. According to (eqs 3−5), the VB
and CB potentials of CoNiWO4 are found to be 2.98 and 0.50
eV, while the corresponding values for Ph-gC3N4 are 1.70 and
−1.06 eV. A mechanistic model shown in Figure 17 has been

proposed to represent the charge transfer flow in the
heterojunction system while taking into account the band
structures of CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4. The CB position of
CoNiWO4 is less negative than the E0 (O2/•O2−) potential
(−0.33 V vs NHE), which is not feasible to promote the
formation of •O2− radicals. On the contrary, the VB position of
Ph-gC3N4 is less positive than the E0 (H2O/•OH) potential
(2.35 V vs NHE), which shows an accumulation of the
generated hole.54 According to the normal transfer path,
during photocatalysis, the electron in Ph-gC3N4 would move to
the CB of CoNiWO4 and the hole in CoNiWO4 would move
to the VB of Ph-gC3N4. Based on the migration of charge
carriers, it is hypothesized that the primary species during the
photocatalytic reaction are holes (h+) and hydroxyl radicals
(•OH). This assumption can be verified experimentally by
examining the charge carrier trapping observations. It is based
on calculations of band structures and the excitation of
electrons over a normal-type heterojunction process.55 In order
to learn more about the reaction mechanism of the
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 composite, experiments with radical
trapping were conducted. Based on the findings, it is
reasonable to believe that charge transfer on CoNiWO4/Ph-
gC3N4 tracks the Z-scheme charge transfer pathway rather than
the conventional type-II mechanism (Figure S4). This transfer
process could be understood as a Z-scheme mechanism, with
Ph-gC3N4 possessing a conduction-band potential that is more
negative than CoNiWO4. Consequently, the electrons in the
CB of Ph-gC3N4 have a suitable potential to transfer electrons
to the CB of CoNiWO4, while the holes from the VB of
CoNiWO4 simultaneously move to the VB of Ph-gC3N4.
However, it is worth noting that the valence band potential of
Ph-gC3N4 (+1.70 eV vs normal hydrogen electrode, NHE) is

less positive than the essential potential required for the
formation of hydroxyl radicals (•OH) (+2.34 eV vs NHE).18

As a result, the holes in the VB of Ph-gC3N4 cannot directly
generate hydroxyl radicals (•OH). Similarly, the CB electrons
of CoNiWO4 would move to the VB of Ph-gC3N4 and
recombine with the holes present in the VB of CoNiWO4. It
would be possible through the valence band of Ph-gC3N4 to
transfer the electron into the CB of Ph-gC3N4 from CB of
CoNiWO4, because the CB of CoNiWO4 (0.50 eV vs normal
hydrogen electrode, NHE) is less negative than the essential
potential required for the formation of superoxide radical
anions (−0.34 eV vs NHE). Hence, this photocatalysis follows
the Z-scheme mechanism, whereas the accumulated electrons
and holes in the CB of Ph-gC3N4 and the VB of CoNiWO4 can
subsequently react with molecular oxygen (O2) and water
(H2O) present in the reaction medium, resulting in the
formation of oxidizing species such as superoxide anion
radicals (O2•−) and hydroxyl radicals (•OH). The anticipated
mechanism of the heterocomposite for the degradation of
organic pollutants is shown in Figure 17. Electrons (e−) get
accumulated in the CB of Ph-gC3N4 and holes (h+) in the VB
of CoNiWO4 resulting in charge separation by interface
recombination, respectively. Therefore, h+ in the VB of
CoNiWO4 with strong oxidizability may react with H2O to
give •OH, whereas stored e− in the CB of Ph-gC3N4 with
utmost reducibility could react with O2 to produce •O2−. As a
result, the produced •OH and •O2− may contribute in the
reaction and result in the degradation of organics. The
photoinduced transfer of e−−h+ pairs and their successive
reaction with oxygen and water molecules to produce reactive
oxygen species closely match the findings of trapping
experiments and, consequently, verify the assumption that
the degradation follows the direct Z-scheme mechanism.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a series of direct Z-scheme-based novel
CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposites have been prepared
via a simple hydrothermal method. The as-synthesized
20CoNiWO4/Ph-gC3N4 heterocomposite demonstrates better
photocatalytic degradation performance of MO dye (97.40% in
75 min) and BPA (84% in 125 min) followed by enhanced
anticancer activity on A549 lung cancer cells. Experiments
confirm that the degradation follows the Z-scheme-based
degradation route with high performance. The synthesized
material shows appreciable stability after reusability degrada-
tion test experiments. CoNiWO4 and Ph-gC3N4 show a
synergistic effect that encourages the separation and transfer of
photoinduced charge carriers with high redox power, leading to
improved photocatalytic activity. The comprehensive radical
trapping and quantification tests confirm the predominant
involvement of •O2− and •OH radicals in the degradation
process. The as-synthesized heterocomposite showed superior
photocatalytic performance compared to previously reported
Z-scheme-derived photocatalytic materials.
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